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National Grid’s US business
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National Grid is one of the world’s largest investor owned utilities, with more than 
7 million gas and electricity customers in the US and 22,000 employees in the US and UK. 

 Investing in our infrastructure to create safer, more reliable and resilient energy systems

 Strive to create affordable, sustainable and cleaner energy solutions for the future

Our people – safe workplace, supported development

Our customers – easy experience, affordable energy 

Our communities – strong economies, sustainable environments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus AreasOur people – safe workplace, supported developmentOur customers – easy experience, affordable energy Our communities – strong economies, sustainable environments



In Downstate NY, we have a long tradition of 
providing natural gas service in Brooklyn, Staten 
Island, Long Island and parts of Queens.
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Downstate New York 
by the numbers
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Investing $3bn in our downstate 
NY natural gas networks

 Major gas infrastructure projects

 Metropolitan Reliability in Brooklyn

 Northwest Nassau on Long Island

 Northeast supply enhancement project

 LNG plant upgrades in Greenpoint and Holtsville

 Storm-hardening work in flood-prone areas

 Robotic technology (CISBOT)

 New state-of-the-art Gas control Center

 Energy Affordability (EAP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are just a few of our major investments on behalf of our customersMetropolitan Reliability in Brooklyn and Northwest Nassau on Long will address growing demand and enable system growth, further improving safety, reliability and system flexibility. We are also working with developers and a major supplier to increase gas supply to the downstate region via the Northeast Supply Enhancement Project.Liquefied Natural Gas plant upgrades in Greenpoint and Holtsville will help ensure peak gas demand is met during the coldest winter monthsStorm-hardening work in flood-prone areas will better protect customers from severe weather impacts to the gas system Robotic technology (CISBOT) helps reduce the cost of inspecting and repairing large-diameter pipelines.New state-of-the-art Gas Control Center and Customer Office On Long Island will strengthen our gas operations and provide new and targeted customer servicesLaunched Energy Affordability (EAP) to assist Income-eligible customers to manage home energy Bills
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How we serve our customers and 
communities

 Economic development programs - $4,000,000

 Energy efficiency programs – $20 million in energy efficiency services and incentives to 
save more than 4 million therms per year.

 Neighborhood expansion – expanding opportunities for future customers to convert to 
natural gas heating

 Employee volunteerism – Power to Serve 

 Community sponsorships – We actively support a wide variety of charitable, educational 
and cultural organizations

 Workforce development – Developing the next generation of engineers and gas utility 
workers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Economic development programs – In 2017, National Grid launched a $4,000,000 portfolio of eight new Economic Development Programs for Long Island and New York CityEnergy efficiency programs – To help customers reduce costs, operate more efficiently, and ensure a “greener” future, we have allocated $20 million in energy efficiency services and incentives to save more than 4 million therms per year.Neighborhood expansion – Working together with the New York Public Service Commission and communities on LI, we are expanding opportunities for future customers to convert to natural gas heating. East Hills 80,000 ‘ installed approx 300 homes converted- $1million in Energy savings. Jericho project 40,000 feet  need 190 to commit Employee volunteerism – Our employees volunteer thousands of hours each year with local community groups through our Power to Serve program.Community sponsorships – We actively support a wide variety of charitable, educational and cultural organizations.Workforce development – Working to develop the next generation of engineers and gas utility workers and address the long-term needs of our business and industry, we partner with Farmingdale State College, Kingsborough Community College, Energy Tech High School and others, and support STEM-related programs, vocational schools and veterans’ groups.
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Customer & Community 
Management (CCM)

Primary Functions

 Customer account management

 Government and stakeholder relations

 Storm and emergency response

 Community engagement



CCM
Mission Statement

Customer and Community Management (CCM) is the local face of 

National Grid, providing the direct connection between customer 

and community priorities and our company. We develop, grow and 

leverage relationships with major customers, stakeholders, 

influencers, community leaders, and elected officials. We enhance 

National Grid’s reputation by providing a positive customer 

experience and energy solutions through doing the right thing 

and finding a better way.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With our new enhanced focus on customer centricity, I was recently asked to lead a team to articulate our mission and value to the organization. Part of this initiative was to literally put our work into words, which is always so difficult to do….  and arrived at this mission statement“NY Customer and Community Management is the local face of National Grid, providing the direct connection between customer and community priorities and our company. We develop, grow and leverage relationships with major customers, stakeholders, influencers, community leaders, and elected officials. We enhance National Grid’s reputation by providing a positive customer experience and energy solutions through doing the right thing and finding a better way.” 



Account Management
National Grid

 Divided into three jurisdictions throughout our U.S. Territory

 MA, RI, and NY

 New York is divided into four jurisdiction

 Albany, Buffalo, Syracuse and Down State New York

 DNY further divided into two separate operating companies

 New York (Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island)

 Long Island (Nassau and Suffolk Counties)

 On Long Island organized and managed by segments: ability to develop expertise 

 Malls, hospitals, business services, real estate developers, colleges & 
universities, public schools, manufacturer/industrial, local state and federal 
government and power plants

 Represents close to $ 50 million in revenue per year
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CCM
Customer Account Management

 Our industry is in major transformation, as is our customers expectations of a 
utility

 Fast, seamless delivery of power

 Simplicity, assurance and to feel in control

 Constantly building, expanding, renovating, investing

 Navigate customers through the gas growth process 

 Connect customers to innovative energy and economic development 
solutions

 Effectively communicate our programs and drive opportunities

 Customers look to National Grid  as the energy experts that can provide 
advice and recommendations for their facility needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our industry is in major transformation, as is our customers expectations of a utilityCustomers want fast, seamless delivery of powerThey want simplicity, assurance and to feel in controlConstantly building, expanding, renovating, investingSo Having a strong working knowledge of the end to end processes and departments involved in each interaction is vital Not only does the account manager help customers navigate the gas growth process, we need to be able to effectively communicate our programs and incentives and innovative energy solutions to our customersFor example, National Grid has a robust energy efficiency program - important to educate customers on the programs and potential benefits and encourage participationCustomers look to National Grid  as the energy experts that can provide advice and recommendations for their facility needs
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CCM
On a blue sky day….

• Account maintenance and 
operations

• Applications
• Billing
• Complex construction
• Contractor oversight
• Conversions
• Corporate Citizenship
• Creative Services
• Credit & collections
• Customer meter services
• Customer order fulfillment
• Cut offs
• Demos
• Dispatch
• Economic Development
• Emergency planning
• Energy Efficiency
• Energy procurement
• Engineering 
• Environmental
• Estimating

• Event marketing
• Finance / accounting
• Gas control and operations
• Gas field operations
• Gas growth
• Gas leaks
• Gas main replacements
• Gas pricing
• Gas sales and gas sales 

support
• Gas supply planning and 

marketing
• Instrumentation and regulation
• Legal
• Long term planning
• Loss of pressure
• LPCs
• Mandated integrity
• Maps and records
• Media Relations
• Metering
• Misapplied funds
• New energy solutions

• New technologies
• Non-Utility billing
• Performance and strategy
• Pipeline safety and public 

awareness
• Process excellence
• Project management
• Rate cases
• Rate classes
• Rate increases
• Regulatory
• Resource planning
• Safety
• Scheduled and unscheduled 

interruptions
• Softs offs 
• Sponsorships and donations
• Tariffs 
• Temperature controlled and 

interruptible accounts
• Treasury
• Usage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On a blue sky day, I counted in think over 60 possible interactions / and inquires…And they are…..As you can see, connecting to our system can be a complex process for large customers; rely on account manager to help navigate the processWe have to know just enough about every one of these daily interactions as well our corporate initiatives that I touched on earlier.Strong internal partnerships and relationships, as well as shared objectives and integration with key parts of the business, is essential Having a strong working knowledge of the end to end processes and departments involved in each interaction is vital To be able to Mobilize National Grid’s Functional areas – Customer, Operations, Gas Sales, etc.  to provide timely and appropriate responses to identified customer or community needsThis is were we come in.  We have to know just enough about every one of these initiatives and more.Having a strong working knowledge of the processes and departments involved in each interaction is vital Understanding the end to end processes and how it impacts ours customer helps us to anticipate potential problems and manage expectationsOur customers want us to solve their problemsGrowth, conversions, usage history, billing, metering, gas leaks, interruptions, new technologies
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CCM
Customer Account Management

 All of these interactions with National Grid have the potential to be a positive or negative 
experience

 Negative messages are difficult to convey, our strong relationships an open lines of direct 
communication, helps to make these messages easier to deliver and understand

 What can I do to drive customer satisfaction?

 How do I leverage our my role to focus the resources of the company 
on customer engagement and satisfaction?

 How can I fit into these larger processes that directly affect our 
customers?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
you ever formed a negative impression of an entire company based on your experience with one person / situationDissatisfied customer might complain, but an irate customer will complain to everyone. Poor customer service can exacerbate an already bad situation. You can lose not just one customer, but many others within their circle of influence. Focus on right thing to do for the cusomtersMoments that matter to improve over all cust expability to anticipate obstacles and think ahead about next steps.•	
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 My customers trust / rely on me as a partner that delivers transparent communications 
with realistic expectation in a timely manner

 Listen 
 Set realistic expectations, honest
 Communicate effectively, accurately and professionally 
 Think strategically
 Look thru customer lens
 Follow thru and persistence
 Understand strategy and process
 Damage control
 Demonstrate "meaningful gestures"
 Accountability
 Sensitivity

 Know your customers and communities – understand their needs, priorities and provide 
solutions

Customer Account Management
Engagement & Satisfaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some ways in which…..Ccm answers to these questins….
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CCM
Storm & Emergency Response

 Community Liaison – communications with stakeholders is one of the most 
important roles during a storm

 Main point of contact between Company, government officials, our customers 
and the community

 Monitor and communicate progress made in regard to restoration

 Fully available for the customer during critical periods 



 Provide communities/customers with advance 
public notification of disruptions and scheduled 
construction work helps to positively manage 
our reputation

 Leading with safety - National Grid employee 
volunteers visit schools to educate students 
about the importance of natural gas safety
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CCM
Community Engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our social responsibility is strong, an integral part of identity of a company is being recognized in communityWe communicate about our programs and incentives to communities to bring a better understandingJust a few examples
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CCM
Community Engagement

 Northwest Nassau and Metropolitan Reliability Infrastructure Community Outreach

 Challenging Construction & Municipal Issues

 Overnight work, some affluent areas, residential and commercial customers, high 
traffic area, noise issues…

 Outreach meetings to towns, villages, community and elected officials prior to and  
during entire project

 CCM door to door outreach to affected customers and residents; answer questions, 
capture concerns  

 Weekly internal meetings with team to discuss updates on the scope of project, 
issues etc.

 Throughout all phases of the project, work together with customers, 
communities, municipalities and elected officials to minimize disruption 
to homes or businesses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Mayor was very concerned about traffic patterns on the service road and the feed to the LIE ( beginning of the main run).Police resources are also a concern . Our team will follow up with Nassua PD to ensure police officers aren’t pulled from his local department causing hardship to his constituents . This work will entail 4-5 cars.Started in April to install approximately 1.82 miles of new gas main on the LIE North Service Road (very busy road) The replacement gas mains will retire existing ones that were installed as early as the 1950s.Our pledge throughout the entire project is to work together with all customers and communities to minimize disruption to their homes or businesses. Due to traffic considerations, work will be done Monday-Friday, starting in the evening and ending early morning. Final installation and operation of the Phase 1 new gas main is scheduled for December 2017. The new gas regulator stations will be built starting in April 2018 and completed by the end of 2018. Final repaving of the road (replacing temporary paving) is scheduled for March 2018 or sooner. We will communicate project timelines for the other phases of the project well in advance of when work begins. This project will start mid-August on a Sunday . The shifts will go 1900hrs to 0500hrs .The Mayor was very concerned about traffic patterns on the service road and the feed to the LIE ( beginning of the main run).Police resourses are also a concern . Our team will follow up with Nassua PD to ensure police officers aren’t pulled from his local department causing hardship to his constituents . This work will entail 4-5 cars.Our team was asked to reach out twice in the community with face to face neighborhood walks due to work schedules.Weekly communication emails will be sent during this project ( meetings only if needed). This work is much closer to homes than the first phase.We discussed setting up customer sensivity training for our contractors prior to the start. Door to door to inform affected customers and residents of what project is and why we’re doing itAnswer their questions to the best of our capabilityRecord all addresses and in person visitsCapture any concern or question that you cannot answer; you will be responsible for providing answer and follow up and updating recordFlag those sensitive residences that will require ongoing communicationsListen to the community – let them speak and hear what their concerns areThis is our opportunity to hear them firsthandSet the stage for ongoing outreach



Customer Satisfaction
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 Rate filings with our regulators are at the core of our industry

 Leverage relationships with stakeholders

 We conducted extensive outreach to educate stakeholders about our need for rate 
relief and to receive feedback on their priorities and expectations of us

 More than 300 individual outreach meetings held with our customers, various state 
agencies, local governments, school districts, hospitals, economic and community 
partners and elected officials throughout KEDNY and KEDLI’s service territories

 Feedback from customers and community partners helped guide the development 
of our filings

 Extremely positive results – 2017 rate filing unanimously approved with the PSC. 

 Worked incredibly well in DNY, modeled in other territories
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CCM
Rate Filing- Bringing it all together

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So finally we are able to bring all of this together.Rate filings with our regulators are truly at the core our industry. We can present our case to the regulator for a rate increase, but as you all know they are free to reject that request.That is partly why it is so important to have strong relationships with your customers that you can leverage during filings. DNY filed in 2016 for new rates to be set in 2017 and it was very successfulWe decided early on that we would be proactive with our outreach to our customers once we knew a rate filing was going to occur, we did not try to hide or fly under the radar.We were told early on as well that the increase was going to be significant, we had not filed in over a decade and there were massive infrastructure upgrades needed. The percentage increase was around 10%, and then 10% the next year, and then 10% the following year. So this was a difficult message to convey, especially to certain types of customers, like a school district, they already have an extremely tight budget, any increase this large could have a significant impact on the school.But because we met early on, we gathered their feedback, and because we had built our relationships by supporting them on a regular basis throughout the years, it was a much easier message to deliver. We reached out to every single customer during this outreach effort and had xxx face to face meetings



A Successful account manager…

 Genuine advocate for the “voice of the customer” 

 Manages customer expectations

 Understands the impact to the customer

 Education leads to long term happy customers 

 Honest and transparent

 Follows Up

 Truly cares about their customers

 Has a strong internal network, builds relationships and makes 
connections

 Understands the end to end process and anticipates potential problems

 If your stakeholders trust you and frankly like you, they are more easily going 
to listen to your message and make an honest effort to understand
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As an account manager we rely completely on other people to serve the customer that you are responsible to keep happy. We do not have direct control of those interactionsIn order to have success in this kind of world there are 3 principals to remember and incorporate into every thing you do Be a genuine advocate for your customers. Often times they view utilities as large complex organizations that are only out to make money, important to show them otherwise. Be sympathetic to their issues and put yourself in their shoes and don’t be afraid to fight for them when something does go wrong internally, because it will happen.Properly manage the customers expectations. Its ok to be honest and upfront and its OK to deliver bad news as long as you are doing/have been doing the 1st principal, because you have built trust.The third an final principal is something I mentioned earlier, its imperative to have a strong internal network. Again as a single point of contact you are tasked with needing to know how to get things done across a broad range of departments and groups. If you have good relationships internally and have people that are willing to help you immediately, and they also understand the importance and time sensitivity of your customers, you are more well equipped to serve your customer. 
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Key to success:
Our partnerships on Long Island 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Partnerships in the communityMaintain strong, open communications and partnerships with community stakeholders.  Provide needed support to nonprofit organizations and initiatives that create safer, healthier, and more vibrant communities. Balancing our business strengths with the needs of the communities, we focus our support in the areas of energy, education and the environment. Member of the Nassau Council of Chambers, Suffolk Council of Chambers, and Huntington Chamber of Commerce.Long Island Team –Keith Rooney (Director of Community and Customer Management), Kathy Wisnewski, Lauren Perry, Juan Santiago, Alanna Russo (Community), Alex Kushnir and Bel Pagdanganan (Government)  
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